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Abstract: Due to increasing and rapidly use of social network on the World Wide Web, explosive
growing of peoples willingness to exchange their opinion and interest on various social media like – face
book, twitter, blogs etc. These web sources contain unstructured data in the field of business, government,
education, medical and health. The objective of this paper is to analyze the various data mining
techniques that are utilized by these web sources. After analysis of data mining method, we found that
graph partition method and sentiment analysis are the good techniques to mining of web social sites data.
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1. Introduction:
Now a days, World become a small town due to growing use of web and social media , one can who
belongs to different part of world may easily share his opinion, emotions, videos, pics, feelings etc by
social media and now product is being promoted, advertized by these social sites too. Social media play a
very important role in e-learning, medical science, tourism, business etc to get benefit in terms of
knowledge and profit.
Social networking are electronic and portable based computer plate form that permit client produced
criticisms, supposition, thoughts, interests, pictures/recordings to be made and exchanged. unstructured
content, online journals, dialog gatherings, wikis and news, all commonly yielding data available through
the web. To increase learning from social media flow a few strategies to separate data representative.
The first social media networking site was introduced in 1994 by geo cities that allowed user to create and
share their home pages. The first social networking website was sixdegree.com, which was introduced in
1997[1]. The social site data is unstructured and unorganized that may be in form of image, text and other
multimedia forms [4] and it also contains real time data which is not deal by traditional data mining
techniques, hence data mining methods are very important issue for knowledge extraction from web
social media[5].
The remaining paper is containing following sections: Section 2 describes the data mining process.
Section 3 described data mining techniques for social media. Section 4 describes Comparison of data
mining techniques. Section 5 contains the Conclusion and last section of the paper contains references.
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2. Data mining and Knowledge generation
Data mining is the procedure of extraction of unstructured data from various web contents including
social media[2]. The general point of the data mining process is to extract data from large datasets and
change it into reasonable structure for additionally utilize [3]. The process of data mining is shown in
fig 1. The process contains following steps – (i) Selection (ii) Preprocessing (iii) Transformation
(iv) Extraction (v) Evaluation.

Fig 1: Data mining steps
The application areas of data mining are (i) Education (ii) Business (iii) Medicine (iv) Health (v) Finance
(vi) Social Network etc.
3. Data mining techniques for social media
There are various data mining techniques are used for extracting knowledge from unstructured data(1) Classification- It assigns data in a collection to object classes. Some popular classifications are (i)
Decision trees(DT), (ii) ANN (iii) Rules Induction, (iv) Bayesian classifiers(BN), (v) SVM etc
(2) Clustering- It is an unsupervised classification where data set is split into two groups call clusters so
that same data come together in one cluster.
(3) Association- It extract related correlations, patterns, and associations from sets of data items in the
transaction databases.
Some of the clustering techniques that are playing an important role in classification of social data [6] are
described in table 1.
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Table1: Taxonomy of clustering methods

Figure 2 shows various research issues for Information mining from social media sites –
(i) Graph Theoretic (ii) Opinion Analysis (iii) Sentiment Analysis (iv) Community Detection (v)
Prediction of Link
Social Network Analysis

Graph
Theoretic

Opinion
Analysis

Sentiment
Analysis

Community
Detection

Prediction
of Link

Fig 2: Research issues of Social media

(1). Graph Mining- This method used graph theory to analyze large data set of logs of social media
sites[1]. This method is very useful to find follower and influencers of network.
(2) Opinion Analysis- it refer to computation or evaluation of opinion , emotion and sentiment available
on social media in form of text, pics, videos, blogs and discussion forum etc [7]. Opinion analysis is
generally divided in two forms - (i) Feature Based Opinion Mining (ii) Corpus Based Opinion Mining
(3) Sentiment Analysis – This method is used to find or uncovers the user sentiment – positive or negative
expression of opinion on matter available on social media sites. It classifies data available on social sites
based on their polarity- positive or negative or neutral type. The mining system based on opinion is also
referred as “Document Based Sentiment Oriented System” [7].
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Fig 3: sentiment analysis steps

Sentiment analysis process is described in fig 3. It contains the following steps- (i) Opinion or review (ii)
Subjective detection (iii) Feature selection (iv) Classification and extraction (v) sentiment analysis in
terms of polarity.
(4) Community Detection- It is focused on the link part of networks over content of social site. Newman
& Girvan’s community search algorithm is most popular community detection algorithm [8].
(5) Link Mining- It is used to predict number of link , type of link between data items, reference, sub
graph pattern etc[9].

4. Comparison of data mining techniques
In this paper, we analyzed various data mining techniques used in social networking sites and this can
help to extract knowledge from social sites to give benefit to increase organization performance. The
comparison of data mining techniques for social networking is shown in table 2.
Table 2: Comparison of mining techniques used in social networking
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5. Conclusion & future work
In this paper we have compared various data mining methods for extracting information from the sources
available at social media sites. This paper also discusses the some important clustering techniques for
classification of data. Overall graph partition method and sentiment analysis are most suited for mining of
data from social media sources. Future scope of this paper is to do detail comparative analysis of machine
learning algorithm and tools for mining data from social media.
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